
PRICING
Our minimum order is quantity is 2m.

Fabric is 1.4 to 1.5m wide.

Base cloth colours may vary.

Please contact us for availabilty.

Image colours may vary from actual

printed colours.

R320/m Hemmed price for table cloths

on special order. Minimum of 2m.

R280/m Hemmed price for table cloths

etc. on special order up to 10m.

R260/m Running meter cost up to 10m

R230/m Running meter cost. 10 - 30m

R210/m Running meter cost. 30m+

CONTACT
admin@stoweandso.com

046 625 0114

082 925 4876

www.stoweandso.com

H A N D P R I N T E D  F A B R I C



ANIMAL ABSTRACTS
Dots and stripes are the every day fashion

staples of ramp models, handbags, giraffes and

zebras everywhere. In our Animal Abstracts

collection we mixed up the street style of Joburg

party animals with the Limpopo wild life to make

these bold graphic prints. Elements inspired by

this range of our designs have been purchased

by iconic South African brands including

Woolworths, Kruger National Park stores, South

African International Airport stores and

Mongoose Handbags. This season we  are

introducing these unique variations in our own

artisanal range of hand printed fabrics.





ANIMAL ABSTRACTS COLLECTION

ZEBRA & SUN

HIDE: brick on stone
A1.7

HIDE: charcoal on stone
A1.9

HIDE: black on charcoal
A1.8

WILD DOG & HIDE DRAGON FLY & RIPPLE

SUN: brick on stone
A1.3

SUN: charcoal on stone
A1.4

ZEBRA: black and brick
on stone: A1.1

ZEBRA: white and brick
on charcoal: A1.2

WILD DOG: black & brick
on stone: A1.5

WILD DOG: black & brick
on charcoal: A1.6

RIPPLE: duckegg on stone
A1.15

RIPPLE: charcoal on stone
A1.16

RIPPLE: white on stone
A1.14

DRAGONFLY: duck egg on
charcoal: A1.13

LEAF: dandelion on charcoal
A1.17

DRAGONFLY: duckegg &
white on airforce A1.11

DRAGONFLY: airforce &
white on charcoal: A1.12

ZEBRA    SUN    WILD-DOG    HIDE    RIPPLE    DRAGONFLY


